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TYPE CF-I UNDER FREQUENCY RELAY

TYPE CF.I OVER FREQUENCY RELAY

CAUTION Before putting relays into service, remove
• all blocking which rna,y have been inserted for the

purpose of securing the parts during shipment, make
sure that all moving parts operate freely, inspect the
contacts
to see that they are clean and close

Indicating ContactoT

properly, and operate the relay to check the settings
and electrical connections.

clapper type device. A magnetic armature, to which

Switch

unit

(lcs)

The d-c indicating. contactor switch is a small
leaf-spring

mounted contacts` a,re attached,

is at-

tracted to the magnetic core upon energization of the

APPLICATION

The type CF-1 relay is an induction disc type
frequency rela.y. It is used for the protection or control of equipment on systems where the frequencyof

©

able resistor in the upper pole circuit is provided to
set the frequency at which` the relay trips.

the system changes. A typical a,pplication is in the
.protectic)n of local genera.tors in industrial .plants
from severe overload when the power company tie is

lost.

switch. When the switch closes, the moving contacts
bridge two stationary contact§, completing, the trip
circuit. ,Also during this operation two fingers on the

armature deflect a spring located on the front of the
switch, which allows.the opera.tion indicator target
to drop. The target is reset from the outside of the

case by a push rod located at thebottoin of the cover.
The front spring, in addition to ho,lding the target
provides [estl.aint for the armature and thus controls
the pickup value of the switch.

CONSTRUCTloN AND OPERATION

The ,type CF-1 I.elay contains an electromagnet
condensar and resistors, and an indicating contactor
switch unit.

CHARACTERISTICS

The type CF-1. relay is available in two forms
F`requency

Unit

•~either

as

an under frequency relay or an. overfre-

.. .I,`

The operating u,nit consists of an electromagnet

quency relay. Where opera,tion on both under frequency
and overfrequency is desired, two relay.s are re-

:::rapt::egnt::Law£Cn%:`:::t[onnB-bdoftsh9.,.th:h:p:::C;rn°dmfog:::

quil.ed, one of each form. The relay contabts are
single or double pol? single throw, or single I)ole
double throw.

poles. The lower pole circuit has capa,citance in
series, the upper pole has not. `Th.e .under frequency

relay is so designed that ;t normal fre`quency (60
Hz) the upper pole ourrent leads..the lower pctle

;h:ire:I:::]g::c:ue:}ntt:h:e:!i::pe;::te#io:rn:g:lie:iqe;:e;`;i:£j:i:£:a[::;::§§::i
quency setting of the rela.y the lower pole current be-

The under frequency relay can be set to close
contacts for any desired frequency betwe.en 50 and

60 Hz and the overfrequency relay can be set to
clos`e contacts for any desired frequency between
60 and 70 .Hz by setting the knob of the frequency adjusting rheostat to the desired frequency
marked on the calibrated dial. Since the relay at

t%rnqsuet:s]reeavdertsh::i:oP::retpr:;ep[::I;:met;t]aonnd.:i:]r:tgr

minimum

the frequency th.e greater the phase angle displa,ceme`nt and hence the faster the relay trips. An adjust-

ne.ar zero .torque, the.relay is very sensitive to phase

angle

trip op.er;tes

like a

directional element

change resulting from a frequency change.
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Fig. 1. Intemal Schematic of the single pole, single .

throw type CF-I Relay 'in theType FT2l Case.

Fig. 2. Irlternal Schematic oi the sirigle I.ole, double
throw type CF-1 Relay iri the +ype FT21 `

case,

Thus minimum trip is little affected by voltage varialion.

Typical voltage

vs. minimum trip frequency

curves are shown in Fig. 3 . The circuits are also designed to minimize temperature error to less than
±0.3 Hz over the temperature range. Typical mini• mum trip frequency vs. temperature curves are shown

Trip

Cir,=uit

The main contacts will safely close 30 ampe[es
at 250 volts a-c and the seal-in contacts of the indicating contactor switch will safely ca.fry
this
current long enough to trip a circuit breaker.

in Fig. 4.

The indicating contactor

The relays have inverse time' characteristics.
Desired t;ime settings may be made by means of the
time dial which is continuously adjustable from the
#1/2 to the 7 for the under frequency relay and from
the. #1/2 to the 11 for the over frequency. Ttypical
time curves for the time dial positions are shown
in Figures 5 through 10.

switch has two taps

that provide a pickup setting of 0.2 or 2 a.mperes.

To change taps requires connecting the lead located
in front of bhe tap block to the desired setting by
means of a screw connection.

Circuit Constant

Trip

Indicating Contactor Switch (ICS)

The frequency relay contact cl'osing and opening points are essentially the same. The relay will
reset to the maximum tima lever setting when the
frequency cha,nges.

0.2 ampere tap 6.5 ohms a.-c resistance

2.0 ampere tap 0.15 ohms d-c resi;tance

1 to .3 Hz from the setting.

For example, suppose the 60 Hz under-frequency
relay is set to close its contacts at 59 Hz from
the #7 level setting. The .contact will start .to move
at 59.1 to 59.3 Hz but win not close until the
frequency drops to 59 Hz or below. As the ire-

quency rises just above 59 Hz, the contacts Open,
but will not compl.etely reset to the.#'7 lever setting
until the frequency rises to 59.1 or 59.3 Hz. With

the time lever set at less tha,n its .maximum ` posilion, the .1 to ..3 Hz differential is c6rrespondingly
less.

INSTALLATION

The

relays should be mounbed on swit6hboard

panels or their equivalent in a. location free from
dirt, moisture, excessive vibration, and heat. Mount
• ' the relay vertically by means of the fcjur mounting
holes

on the flange for semi-flush mounting or

by

me.an.s of the rear mounting stud or studs for projection mounting. Either a. mc)unting sbud or the mounting

screws may be utilized for grounding the relay. The

electrical connections may be made directly to the
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4.

Typicol

quency

Tempe[ature

Miniri.urn

Trip

Fr-

Curves of the Type CF-I under-

frequeney F2el ciy.

Fig. 3. TyF.ic.al

Curves

Voltage-Minirrium

o{

the

Type

Trip

CF-1

Frecruency

underfrequency

` Fte'ay.

should be shifted so that the moving and stationary
contacts barely tou.ch when the time lever is set on
zefo. The contact opening time with no follow will
be 3 to 6 cycles.

terminals by means of screws for steel panel mounting or to the terminal studs furnished with the relay
• for thick panel mounting. The terminal studs may be
easily removed or inserted by locking two nuts on the
stud and then turning the proper nut with a wrench.

Indicating

(lcs)

selection is made by connecting the lead

located

in front of the tap block to the

qesired

setting by means of the connecting screw.

41=076.

The operating windings of the relay should be
connected across a suitable potential transformer.
SETTINGS

The relay is set for minimum trip by mea,ns of
the frequency adjusting rheostat. The time dial position d6t.ermines relay timing. The curves are drawn
for variation of frequency in hertz below the ire-

queney adjusting rheostat setting.
A

Switch

No setting i§ required on the ICS unit except
the selection of the 0.2 or 2.0 ampere tap setting.

This
Fc)I detailed FT case .informa,lion refer to I.L.

Contactor

ADJUSTMENTS AND MAINTENANCE

The proper adjustments to insure correct operation of this relay have been made at the factory.
Upon receipt of the relay no customer adjustments,
other than those covered under "SETTINGS" should
be required.
Acceptance check

-

The following check is recommended to insure
'that the relay is in proper working order.

To adjust the CF-1 relay contacts to:be quick-

opening, s.crew in the Smal.1 set screw on the station-

ary contact assembly until. the contact r.ivet.rests
solidly on the Micarta support. When this is done,
the position of .the contact stop on the time lever

A.

Frequency.unit

-Under

FTequency

1. Miriimum .Trip - Connect the relay to a
variable

fr-eQuency

source

and

a.pply

120

.3

~,
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CHANGE IN FREQUENCY BELOW FiELAY SETTl NG

HERTZ

Curv e53 986
Fig. 5. Typical 59 Hz Time Curves of the Type

Fig. 6. Typiccll 55 Hz Time curves o{ Ihe Type

CF-1 Under+requency F2elay.

CF-1 under frequency Relay

all major scale divisions on the frequency
adjusting rheostat.

volts, 60 Hz to the relay for at least 1
hour. Set the frequency adjusting rheostat
60 Hz and apply 60 Hz to the relay. The
contacts should just close. Repeat for all
major scale divisions on the frequency
adjusting rheostat.

2. Time Curve -Set the time dial at the 6
position and the frequency adjusting rheoscat at 65 Hz. Apply 120 volts 6o Hz
to

`

2. Time Curve -Set the time dial at the 6
position and the frequency adjusting rheostat at 58 Hz. Abply 120 volts 60 Hz to the
relay for at least 1 hour to allow the coils
to reach their final temperature. Deenergize
the relay and sud.denly apply 54 Hz. The
relay contacts should close in 3.I ± 10%
seconds.
.

B.

Frequenc

Unit

-Over

Frequency

1. Minimum Trip-Connect the relay to a
variable frequency Source and apply 120
volts,. 60 Hz to the relay for at least 1
hour. Set the frequency adjusting rheostat
at 7.0 Hz and apply 70 Hz to the relay.
The contacts `should just close. Repeat for

fa`9:..::

rl

the

relay for at least

the coils to Tea,ch their

1 hour to allow

temperature.
De-energize the relay and suddenly apply

•69

Hz.

final

The relay cont;acts

should close

in 1.9 ± 10% seconds.
C.

Iiiclicaling Contactor

Switch

Close the main relay contacts and pass
suf ficient d-a current through the trip circuit to close .the contacts of the ICS. This
value of current should not be
greater
than the particular ICS tap setting being
used. The oper;lion target should d.lop freely.
The cc)ntact gap should be approximately
.047 inch between the bridging moving contact and the adjustable stationary conta6ts.

a

= 3

TypECF-I RELAY .
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Fig.1. Typical
CF.I

51 Hz Time Curves of the Type

underfreciuency Relay.

Fig..8. Typical 62 Hz Time Curves of tl`® Type

,

CF.1 0ver frequency Relay.

The bridging moving contact should touch
both

stationary

contacts

simul6aneously.

A. Spring tension under-frequency relay -Adjust the
spring tension such that the moving contact just
resets to the #71/2 time dial position when the relay

Routine

Moiritencince

All` contacts` should .be periodically cleaned. A
'contact bu!nisher S#182A836H01 is recommended for

this purpose. The use of abrasive material for cleaning contacts is not recommended, because of the
danger of embedding small I)articles in the face of

the soft silver and thus impairing the contact.

is de-energized.

8. Frequency Adjusting Rheostat - AIlow the relay
to warm up for at least 1 hour at 120 volts. 60 Hz
.before making any adjustments. Set the frequency
adjusting rheostat in the maximum counter-clockwise

position and apply frequency marked on dial to the
relay. Adjust the 31/2 inch resistors in the rela,y until
the relay contacrs jiist clc>se.

CALIBRATION

Use the following procedure for ca,librating the
relay if the. rel.ay has beeh taken apart for repa.iis or
the adjustments disturbed. This procedure should

not be used until it is apparent that the relay is not
in proper working.order. (See "Acceptance Check")
A. Spring tension-over frequency relay - Adjust 'the
spring tension such thac th? moving coritact just
resets to the #11 time dial position when the relay is
de-energized. Then give the adj-uster an additional
I/8 to .1/4 turn initial tension.

Set the frequency adjusting rheostat in. .the extreme clockwise position and apply frequency marked
on the dial to the relay. ,Adjust the resistor in the
lower left hand corlier of the lelaLy until the contacts
just close. Intermediate frequency points may then be
checked by applying these frequencies to the relay

and observing if the contacts just close. The trip

frequencies

of the relay may not

agree

with the

markings on the frequency adjusting rheostat if com-,
ponents in the relay thave been cha.nged. If such is
the case the scalei'plate should be remarked to agree

with the tripping frequencies of the relay.

Fig. 9. Typical 65 Hz TilTie Curves of the Type.

CF-1 0verfrequenc:y Relay.

Fig.10. Typical 68 Hz,Time Curves of llie Type

CF-I 0verfr6quenc:y Relay.

C. Time Curves - Energize the relay with 120 volts

60

Hz

for at least an hour before making any

checks. De-energize the relay and then apply the
desired frequency at 120 volts. The tiring may be
determined by means of a, cycle counter. The dam.ping magnet quay be adjusted to make the relay timing
agree with the curves.

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS

Typical burden characteristics of the Under and
Over frequency relays are as fol.lows:
F`requency Adjusting

Rheostat set for

D. Indicating bontactor Switch (ICS) - Close
the
main relay contacts and pass sufficient d-a current
through the trip circuit to close the contact of the

RENEWAL PARTS

Repair

work

can t)e done

most sa,tis'factorily

V.A.

Under frequency

59Hz

36.8°

55Hz

31.4°

15.4

16.o°

13.7

Over frequency
69Hz

24.|°

22.8

65Hz

2o.6°

22.1

61Hz

19.6°

16.3

ICS. This value of current should lrot be greater
than the particular JCS tap setting being used. The

indicator target should drop freely.

Angle

51Hz

•

16.4

at the factory. However, interchangeable p.arts can
be furnished to the custon;ers who are equipped for
doing repair work. When ordering parts, always give

the complete nameplate data.

These relays will continu.ously sta,nd 110% of rated
voltage

G.&
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` Fig.11. Outline and Drilling PIG; for lhe TyFle CF-1 Relay in the Type FT2l Case.
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Fig. 12. Typ-e CF-1 Relay Without C.a=e.1-.F:=_qu_=ncy Setting Rheoslal. 2-Time Dial. 3.Moving Contacl. 4-S+atiorlary Com
•tc.ct. 5-Indiccltirig Car.tdc=Ior Switch (ICS).
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